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Backstory
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While living in California back in late 2008, I dined at the legendary 
Roscoe’s Chicken & Waffles in Inglewood, California. It was an 
unforgettable and tasty experience!

Locals raved about the combo and not soon after, I too was hooked. When 

I moved back to Ohio the following year, I began a search across local 

restaurants that served chicken & waffles. 

This would lead me down a rabbit hole of rigorously calling local 

restaurants to see if they served it, trying to perfect the recipe in the 

kitchen myself all the while yearning for a reliable stream of the awesome 

pairing. 

Over the years, it’s certainly been with roadblocks. 

I’d find a place but would find out that the served “Chicken & Waffles” 

were halfway warmed Eggo Waffles and chicken nuggets...(to each their 

own, but NOTHING compares to homemade waffle mix, poured into 

a waffle iron and paired with carefully crafted fried buttermilk chicken 

wings.) or a new twist recipe by another fanatic. 

Fast forward to 2020 and alas...! A ripe opportunity to have a dependable 

companion accessible via smartphone, where users submit recipes and 

easily located nearby restaurants that carry C&W in the form of an app!

Yes, this IS a real shirt available for purchase :)
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Style Guide

calling heart Tw Cen MTWORK SANS

I felt it best for the typography & color aesthetics of this brand, landing page and app design best pay 

homage to classic Southern decor design -- the region where the dish originates. The colors captures warmth 

& charm and is intended to be interpreted as “an old friend”.

#f0e07b #ee2533 #bf2431 #59432f #a3764b #eea741

Font Selection



Branding
The branding and tone of the Chicken & Waffles Network is somewhat outlandish, over the top and 

playful. The color and font selection is intended to be welcoming, playful and warm.   
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Landing Page
I wanted to create something that captures the tone and 

playfulness of The Chicken & Waffles Network brand. 
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User Flow &
Concept Drafts

These early skethes depict a portion of the user 

flow

These early sketches depict some of the user 

flow as well as initial design decisions. 

Subpages/features 

for each main section 

(Maps,  Recipe, “My 

Profile”, User Profile and 

the Game feature

Welcome Splash 

Screen Drafts

Early lateral user flow. 

Early Map Draft. 
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User Flow
Here is a designed example of the recipe page, 

poised to be one of the more prominent screens 

within the app.

(cont’d)

“My Profile” area to view 

your account, favorite recipes, 

contributions, etc.

“More” Menu, featuring a 

“Share” buttton 

“Revolving” icon row, which 

serves as a quick nav and features 

linking specific to the page content 

(for Recipe/Profile) 

Main nav, featuring links 

to Recipes, the Map as 

well as the game.



The Recipe homepage allows for quick 

browsing of new and recommended recipes.

(cont’d)
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User Flow (cont’d)

The Map section would utilize a similar user 

experience & appearance found in Apple & 

Google Maps, allowing users to search via 

their current or a manual entered location. The 

user will also be able to browse nearby 

restaurants via a “list” view (as seen in the 

previous wireframe drafts), sort by user 

ratings,  as well.

Darnell_Thomas
Highlight



LESS HASSLE, 
MORE WAFFLE.

SIRI DOESN'T KNOW. WE DO.


Follow on the custom defined in-app map the location of 
nearby restaurants that sell Chicken & Waffles. Perfect for 
a spontaneous night out on the town, visiting a new city or 

whenever that salacious, wonderful, magnificent craving 
kicks in. Now your NEVER unprepared!

THERE'S NEVER ENOUGH  
COOKS IN THE KITCHEN.



Recipes galore! Join our community and get in on thousands of 
ways to prepare Chicken & Waffles. Baked. Steamed. 

Fried....put in your ice cream! This is also the place you'd share 
YOUR special dish!  

The OFFICAL app for all things chicken & waffles.

9,315


community members



1,105
recipies



279
US cities represented

BY THE NUMBERS

WAFFLE 
WORLD
Yes...this is a full length game based on Chicken & Waffles! OHHH, the joy!  
 
Prepare for a Waffle-istic adventure featuring our hero "WaChix Man" as 
he heads out to save all of the chickens so that Chicken & Waffles can be 
together and restoring peace to the world, once again. Are you up to the 
challenge?

Featuring....

NOW AVAILABLE.

   App Concept, Design and Landing Page Design By: Darnell Creates

Buy Shirt

LOVE IS IN THE AIR.


For those that can't feel it, what better way to 
share than with an official tee! 
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App Design & Concept: Darnell Creates
Brand Logo & Style Guide: Darnell Creates
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